
Simon Payne/ New Ratio  
Each of the colour fields in New Ratio has been assigned a 
particular tone: white has the standard 1KHz test tone; the 
tone attributed to blue is an octave lower; yellow, cyan, 
green, magenta and red have tones at intervals between 
these values.  The ‘pip’ that’s heard with every cut was 
the result of a glitch, but it has become an integral part of 
thesoundtrack.  The video comprises two simple repeating 
sequences that are the same duration, but one sequence 
includes a frame of black that causes a phasing that effects 
different mixtures of colour, tone combinations, and 
oscillations in the sound and image.

Kimberley O’Neill/ Summen
Kimberley O’Neill’s films and video works often depict 
people struggling with their inability to relate to others, or 
even to themselves.  Their attempts to connect in some way 
result in moments of spectacle and transformation. 
In the video work Summen two characters relate to one 
another through an unconventional form of communication. 
Summen is a 14th century musical term referring to 
ascending vibrations.

Ori Gersht / The Forest
In this work Ori Gersht explores landscapes embedded with 
both personal and historic resonance.
The forest in question surrounds Kolomyia, in the Ukraine, 
a remaining fragment of the once vast primeval forest that 
covered much of continental Europe. Although the forest was 
much mythologised and idealised in paintings by the German 
Romantic artist Caspar David Friedrich, the area was to 
bear witness to appalling atrocities during World War II. Ori 
Gersht’s connection to the region is that his relatives were 
to find brief and harsh haven here from Nazi persecution.
Kindly on loan from Mummery + Schnelle

Catherine Long & Lucy Cash/ Even/ http://www.showstudio.
com/project/politicalfashion
‘Even’ was made in March 2008 for ‘Political Fashion’; an 
on-line project staged by photographer Nick Knight, for 
his website SHOWstudio.com.  The film centres around 
an individual (Catherine Long) and her perspective on 
‘fashion’ and the body.  It addresses issues of objectification, 
symmetry, absence and presence, recognition and 
perception.
 
 
Ira Eduardovna / Roullette, 2008/ 2’ loop / www.iragallery.
com
An unknown amount of women is created by replication 
of several shots. The women are performing for unseen 
observers, playing a game of the musical chair that is 
controlled by 1 men’s whistling (my father’s).
Every time the whistling stops a crowd cheering is heard. 
The cheering is pasted synthetically like the sitcom laughter.  
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Antonella Ferrari / Flutter and Fly / 53’’ 
The video shows a guy is flapping his arms, like a bird trying 
to take flight. 
As a little kid Mark used to look at the birds in the sky and 
flutter his arms, trying to imitate them. Through making this 
video I wanted to re-enact his childhood fantasy and create 
the illusion that he is taking off, not just as a physical taking 
off, but also a metaphysical and emotional one. 

Dinu Li  / Dare We Dream of Perpetual Change
In Dinu Li’s latest video, a ubiquitous female character fades 
in and out through different centuries; each time, in the 
midst of removing her make-up. Her relentless, yet cathartic 
ritual is set against the backdrop of decaying interiors. 
Light patterns form, passing through suspended moments in 
time. The video draws reference to Karl Marx’s theory, that 
once a revolution has taken place; another one should begin 
– thereby propelling the world and society into a constant 
state of flux. 

Emmanuelle Grangier/ Link, 2006/ 6’ 47’’
Sound : Zol (Bourbaki)/ Interpreters : Isabelle Arvers, Sylvie 
Aujas, Aurélie Couruol, Philippe Donadini, etc… 
Link was born from my meeting with different couples which 
I asked for the same work : to produce a gesture which 
actualize the link which unites you. The links have different 
natures (love, friendship, hatred…) but the device is the 
same one for all the couples. Each small scene is a fixed plan 
filmed in diving.  Mixing music and direct sounds, the sound 
as the image create a theatricalness of the intimacy. 

Stephanie Hough /Why Do You Like Video Art
This video piece is taking its inspiration from a sub-genre in 
‘YouTube’, which involves adding voice-overs to footage from 
many popular cultural video, filmic and televisual forms by 
subverting the original meaning with humorous intention. 
This video is part of a broader body of research looking 
into the phenomena of user generated online video and its 
effect on video art itself. The Footage in the video piece 
is appropriated from Donald Cammells 1977 sci-fi thriller 
‘Demon Seed’ I am satirically attempting to relate the fear 
with technology with the fear of video art.

Marcin Dudek/ Bienal Riposte, 2006 /3’15’’ 
Marcin Dudek’s Bienal Riposte employs a “first–person” 
camera positions. Each shot consists of a rubber ball being 
thrown off-camera, and then bouncing off the complex 
geometrics of various national pavilions at the Venice 
Biennale. The video was shot in the “off season” for the 
Biennale so the pavilions are eerily deserted and overrun by 
weeds, like a modernist ghost town. The subject of Bienal 
Riposte can be read as spectral and ghost-like in nature.  - 
Darryl Bank
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Takuma Iibachi / Me Me Me 
(Singing the national anthem of Japan)
I explore and seek transformational possibilites of mundane 
objects, attempting to shift something marginal to 
something important.  In the work ‘Me Me Me’ (Singing the 
national anthem of Japan), I chose a common childhood 
toy to portray myself.  The toy sings the national anthem 
of Japan in an arranged version of the lyrics ‘Me-Me-Me’ 
representing a very narcissistic version of myself.  I want 
my work to be more about seeing, rather than making a 
statement.

Rich Broomhall / Akerton Place
What appears to be locked off cameras explore the 
interior of an empty, sterile abbatoir.  The accumulation of 
aestheticized visual detail is juxtaposed with a soundscape 
that resonates with the minutiae of slaughter, excoriation, 
dismemberment and storage processes.
The voices of human, animal and machine mingle- this place 
where memories terminate has not forgotten an ending 
since 1897. The device of temporarily dislocating sound and 
image allows Alkerton Place to invite the viewer to explore 
the nature of filmic reconstruction and the fabrication of 
empathy.

Kristina Stoyanova / Welcome On Board
The video Welcome On Board is a critic on propaganda and 
media. At the same time it is built as a propaganda music-
video and uses the same tools as the “classical” propaganda 
uses. Media is so deeply embedded into society that we 
cannot dissociate the private from the public space. It is a 
kind of shifting between and mixing the boundaries of fiction 
and reality. The video suggests the idea that we are all part 
of this fictional media world and every part of the world 
and everything which happens there concerns us as human 
beings.
Most of the images are “found footage” from the TV, 
newspapers, internet, library. The song is from “No smoking 
orchestra”

Kevin J Pocock/ Jet Trails/ 2’/ http://www.kjpocock.com
Jet trails formed in to abstract and kaleidoscopic patterns. 
Filmed one afternoon over the Peak District, England.  My 
inspiration for this film were jet trails from my childhood. 
They were one of my earliest memories -  until I was six 
I used to regularly go round and play in my grandparent’s 
garden. 

Mai Yamashita + Naoto Kobayashi/ Infinity
“Paths are made by walking”
In order to determine whether the above phrase was actually 
true, Yamashita and Kobayashi kept running in a park for 5 
days. In the fast-forward movie compiled from digital photo-
graphs taken one per second, a path the shape of ∞ (infinity) 
gradually emerges as they move with high-speed.
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Nisha Duggal / Machine / www.nishaduggal.co.uk
Nisha Duggal works across disciplines focusing on the 
vernacular. Her works engage the viewer through their 
complex manipulation of everyday situations.  Machine 
investigates the interaction between two female subjects.  A 
grid format is used as a composite of many heads, separately 
shot and now symmetrically organised and disembodied 
within a black void.  Despite their separation, their actions 
correspond throughout the work via a ‘copying mechanism’ 
familiar to the viewer. 

Jan Hakon Erichsen / Building Nothing Out Of Something, 
2008/ 6’30’’
In Building Nothing Out Of Something everyday objects are 
crushed, melted, covered up and in other ways altered. It is 
divided into 5 parts and every part has a different approach 
to altering the objects. The sounds from the recording have 
been equally distorted. 

Steven Ball / Direct Language, 2005 - 2008/ 10’
http://www.steven-ball.net 
This video is constructed from a collection of short pieces 
made originally for the Direct Language videoblog (http://
directlanguage.blogspot.com). Variously provisional, 
opportunistic, experimental sketches, observational studies, 
spatial explorations, situations and abstractions, they were 
made in serial and this version could be considered to be a 
kind of abstracted journal, miscellany or compendium.

Ephemeral8/‘Digital Skin 2’
‘Digital Skin 2’(Ephemeral8) video sequence is a bricolage 
of my endless virtual voyages  in cyberspace, superimposing 
personal data on public data base (Goggle Earth and 
Sky). It creates virtual extension of Marcel Duchamp’s 
unfinished “Big Glass” piece, his voice (manipulated by 
the speed of light) on the video explains it. My transparent 
flat Cyberbody (digital mummy) is located eternally in 
cyberspace superposition where the departure and arrival 
are compressed to a singularity (Paul Virilio). ‘Digital 
Skin2’ is a MEME of further global memory construction 
\deconstruction.

Jon Monaghan/ Jesus, Jesus Christ
A 3d-computer animated form moves and regenerates into 
4 different states, representative of mythic and spiritual 
transformation. The form is characteristically both organic 
and synthetic, with flesh and plastic interacting. The work 
becomes a meditation on the relationship between life, 
the artificial, and the transformative nature of the digital 
age. The confronting creature-like form questions our 
transcendental position with technology. The animation 
directly integrates video of organs, such as heartbeats, into 
the motion, furthering the commentary on artificial life and 
the mutability of our bodies.
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Emanuel Borcescu / “B 07 ROU” 
As a response to the neighbourhood topic I have chosen to 
illustrate the primitive attitudes generated by the distribution 
and unruly use of parking spaces in the dormitory areas with 
blocks of flats in Bucharest. Using a gesture just as primitive 
as the attitude - of the animal marking its territory - I tried 
to find a powerful visual equivalent that would place urbanity 
into discussion, but also the relationship between tradition/
force and law, between usage and taking possession of the 
public space, of the way in wich neighborly behaviour may be 
enhanced or lowered by individual conduct. 

Karen Mirza & Brad Butler / The space between, 16mm 
colour, 12’ 
sound by David Cunningham 

Karen Mirza and Brad Butler’s The Space Between an 
extravagantly layered, rhythmically complex investigation 
into a particular architectural space. By using an arsenal 
of different cinematic tools, including double exposure, 
freeze framing and careening camera work, Mirza and Butler 
transform a handful of recognisable features, including 
a non-descript interior hallway and a column of exterior 
balconies, into an increasingly dense and abstract visual field. 
Repeatedly filming the balconies by tilting the camera rapidly 
up and down, they create a pendulum-like effect, stripping 
the balconies of their architectural reality until they come to 
resemble a kind of zipper or spinal column.

David Theobald / Greensleeves, 2007
The looping nature of Greensleeves mirrors the structure 
of the underlying technology used in its creation and the 
repetitive processes that are central to the infrastructure of 
contemporary society. Poised between photography and film, 
the work explores the space between the still and the moving 
image, both how we experience and constitute time. The use 
of a fixed viewpoint, repetition and flat narrative seems more 
likely to generate feelings of futility or frustration which, in 
some cases, might give way to a deeper contemplation of the 
systems in which we live.

Nada Prlja / West / 2’loop
Music: Disciplin A Kitschme, Novac nece doci released on 
album Ja imam sarene oci, Dokumentarna, 1985/YUG (later 
rearranged as I’ve Got Those Technicolor Eyes, released on 
album I Think I See Myself on CCTV, Babaroga Records, 1996/
UK)2007 
WEST is a video project that belongs to Prlja’s interest in 
the notion of  power play.  The project encourages but also 
questions the possibility of co-existence in a global manner 
between East and West (the co-existence of countries which 
are defined as belonging to the east and west).  The music 
played in the background of the video is a song entitled 
Money will never come (Novac nece doci) by the band 
Disciplina Kichme, composed in the ‘80’s as a reflection of 
the end of Socialism in Ex Yugoslavia. the song was remixed 
in the late ‘90’s in a way to indicate that Socialism no longer 
existed, but that neither had money ‘come’ to the ordinary 
citizens of the East. vi
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Marianna Simnett / Unhinged
Unhinged addresses the fragile coexistence of a couple. 
Repetitions and contradictions harmonise their irresolvable 
conflict, causing an equilibrium between the oppositions. 
They continue their interminable ‘tug-of-war’, seeking to 
acquire that which is forever eluding their grasp. The viewer 
becomes a third participant, acting as ‘listener’ and nexus, 
linking the dialogue as it continually shifts in meaning, 
structure and stability. 

John Davis/ What For What, 2008/ Orig. Format: Super 8, 
Color + B&W
A poetic application of color and black and white Super 8 
images supplement the death chamber audio recording of 
the US State of Georgia’s 1984-botched execution of Alpha 
Otis O’Daniel Stevens, questioning the notion that two 
wrongs make a right. Through jump cuts, the soundtrack, 
and music, the film interprets the final minutes of a 
condemned mans existence, encouraging debate over the 
practice of capital punishment in contemporary society.

Mare Tralla/ Teddy-cam/ mixed-media object
Teddy-cam is a comment on current state of surveillance 
society. It looks humourously at the ever reducing private 
space and total obsession with protection and mistrust at the 
same time. There seems to be no rules or code of practice 
where and who can spy on whom. Teddy-Cam is your totally 
ordinary, made-visible and oversized version of Nannycam. 
The Teddy is not hiding, that he is spying on you, but it  can 
not talk about it.

Liz Helman / Where once I was
Where I Once Was is a short  projection in which reality and 
dreamscapes challenge the everyday experiences of urban 
living. Through its exploration of narrative structures and 
the ways in which they are formally contained, the film 
attempts to blur the boundaries between fact and faction 
with that of place, memory and belonging.

Carl Rohumaa / Apeirophobia / 10’ / Shot in HDV, deliverd in 
SD/DVD

Apeirophobia is an exploration of the limits of human 
perception and the fear of endlessness. The film was never 
edited but created live simultaneously with the music using 
home brew software. Interactive algorithms drive both the 
edits and the music in ways that would be almost impossible 
to achive with traditional editing techniques.
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Simon Woolham /contact
 My work is concerned primarily with occupied spaces 
and the narratives that unfold in them. In my attempts to 
unearth this unpredictable and fragile process of memory, 
I use biro drawings, models, animation, video and text. My 
series of films focus on recurring motives that feature in 
the work and bring to life a series of landscapes that are 
digitally manipulated and made to move. Before each scene 
a title screen announces a name for the landscape, these 
scenes are then modified to show some minor action in 
repetitive motion. These subtle movements such as a flicking 
light or a clicking tree suggesting Morse code humorously 
draw attention to the miniscule, the enhanced sound of each 
action dramatizing life’s kinetic force.

Michael Fortune/ Terminal Communication 
Terminal Communication is a fixed-frame video work showing 
the actions of drivers as they approach a badly signed 
junction leading into Rosslare Harbour ferry port, in Co. 
Wexford, Ireland. Filmed from a vantage point overlooking 
the junction, the camera captures the incidents which 
local’s claim is an everyday occurrence. , 

Roddy Simpson/ Stair
A lightheartedly intriguing exploration of movement in time 
and space.
“I saw a woman on the stair, I looked again she wasn’t 
there...”
She defines her own reality as she playfully flits in and out of 
our existence.

Alexa Wright /COVER STORY
We construct our initial ideas about another person via the 
face, which acts as an interface between the individual 
and the world and offers the most detailed expression of a 
personality, both in its static form and dynamically, through 
facial expression. 

Cover Story explores various kinds of human interactions 
that pass through and across the human face. One screen 
shows a formless face, onto which the viewer is drawn to 
project a personality or even an attitude, and on the other 
by an interpreter who silently but very clearly articulates 
a personal narrative. The viewer is left to decide who this 
narrative belongs to and why the interpreter is striving to 
communicate this intimate story.

Jean Gabriel / Dies Irae /
remember
That I am the cause of your journey
Don’t lose me on that way. 
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Cecile Wesolowski  / “When the matriochka gets angry...” 
/ 1’
The Russian doll is so cute, look like very quiet and sweet 
but when the Matriochka gets angry ...

Cinzia Cremona / Others, 2008, two monitor installation
Whispers, flirting and giggling suggest a private moment 
the viewer has no access to, but can only pick at. A 
moment of intimacy, complicity and a little naughtiness, 
Others is a word play on interface and a private world 
almost shared.

Sean Branagan’s / ‘Painting with People II’
Sean Branagan’s ‘Painting with People II’ shakes out 
the blanket as it fuses moving image with the materials 
and practices of Painting. It ignores expectations of 
what a painting ‘should’ be, and proposes alternatives. 
Consequently, contrary elements such as movement are 
treated as perfectly valid components and we see strictly 
choreographed figures bob and sway tightly inside, and 
up to, the painting’s edge, deficient of free will as they 
comply with the needs of the painting.  
In Branagan’s work, a low-tech, venerated staple imports 
the moving image to radical ends. To subvert a quote by 
Peter Greenaway on the emergence of new technology 
available to film makers in place of celluloid - Painting is 
dead; long live Painting.

Jaocelio Batista / the Dark, why do my legs turn
Some people can see the door, but few of them are those 
who dare to go beyond.
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